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Contest
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prize Oratorical contest
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ONE WEEKEND

Lost

COLLEGIAN Editorial
PIANIST HERE
Board Created
partment scheduled for SundMadame Delia Calapai of
At a Collegian staff meeting
ay, January 26th. Prizes of New York gave a piano recital
17th, S.
$15, and $10 will be
in Kenyon College on Nov. 21. on Sunday, November
second
and
ref,
first,
to
the
E. Perry,
given
program
The
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which
compe-tioof
to
the
in
winners
order
position
his
signed
third
The speeches, prepared young artist offered was dis- participate in the forthcoming
tinguished by a most unusual WSSF campaign.
and memorized, may deal with
in choice, carefully
seriousness
any subject. In the past some
At subsequent meetings the
often-hear- d
favexcluding
the
carrspeeches
of the winning
staff elected four of its memg
of orites, and bent on introduc- bers to a
Ediied these titles: "One-thir- d
rareis
great
ing
music
which
in
the
Weed
Nation",
Those
"The
elected
torial Board.
a
Garden", and "Moulding the ly played. The opinion of the were Robert Golden, Howard
as to Janis, Sandy Lindsey, and
Golden Spoon." The board of audience was divided
high George Metier. The staff delerepresented
what
the
judges will rate the speches on
pro- gated to the Editorial Board
spot
of
remarkable
this
total presentation and content.
gram.
more
The
classical
The winners of the contest
the responsibility of choosing
minded older generation seem- a Chairman or
in the past have usually entered the State Oratorical Cont- ed to decide for Schubert's No action has yet been taken
a jewel of towards this top election.
Sonata in
est.
rare beauty; the Kenyon stu-- 1 Tne introduction of the
Men interested in participatiand many others were torial Board, a new feature to
ng in the college debate progsuite by Bartok, one of t h e Collegian organization,
known
ram are asked to meet with
early
works of the compos- -' was an intra-staf- f
the
compromise
Dr. John Black on Wednesday
er.
buildias to differences in regard to
afternoon in the Speech
ng at 3:30. The proposition
Madame Calapai is a very the future policy of the paper.
selected by the Ohio Committ- serious artist of great ability Varying opinions are repreee to be debated this season is who
sented upon the Board, the
approaches her
members of which, in cooper"Resolved, that labor should
of
the
presenting
task
be given a direct share in the highest type of music
in an ation, will determine the inmanagement of industry."
admirably conscientious way. clusion or exclusion of all ma-
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CONSUL
IMPERIALISM
Major Edward J. Hobbs,
speaking to the student body
on November 19 in Rosse Hall,
BRITISH

DEFENDS

bi-wee-

kly

newspaper
Should it
come under the heading of
news or history?

KENYON'S VERSION OF
"THE KEG AND I"

problem.
President Chalmers introduced Major Hobbs, a retired
British army officer, and the
spoke for the entire
assembly period, stressing his

Hill-Dwelle- rs,

The Friday night Formal
Dance at the Great Hall in the
Students and faculty of Commons, to the varied
Kenvon were treated to three rhythms of Bob Chester's
Musically Inclined Aggregaexcellent performances o f tion, was nreceded bv an
v.
Thurber and Nugent play, Lftora
A
f
Animal,
Novem
on
The Male
tail narties and ent.prtain- ber 18, 19, and 20. This engag- - ments on the Hill. The dance
ing comedy presented a spirit- - started at eleven o'clock at
ed commentary on life in a!night and continued until
..
. ,
.
four o'clock on . Saturday
large
,
b midwestern university morning.
The student body
twnand their guests, impressively
Under the abje direction of attired in tuxedos and
B. Tescher, recently jng g0wnS) created an
speech instructor, a tremely gay and colorful sight,
cast handled the much in contrast to the usual
rollicking plot with skill.
functions held in Pierce Hall.
The three leading roles, Pro- - Beer, coffee and doughnuts, or
fessor Turner, his pretty wife any combination thereof, were
Joe served and consumed in the
Ellen, and football-her- o
Ferguson, were splendidly basement of the Commons
(Continued on page 5)
throughout the evening.
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The round of parties in the
divisions was interrupted, to
some extent, on Saturday
afternoons as the Lords played
Mt. Union in Benson Bowl
and went down to defeat before the unfilled stands.
Saturday evening
again
featured a dance, the Saturday
Stagger, at the Great Hall, and
was as well attended as the
first. The smooth tempo and
neat appearance of Wells Ross'

ker

1

points that the internal problems causing the troubles and
riots

in India were caused by

differences

between the two

religions of the people
there.
Hobbs explained the
major points of the Moslem
and Hindu religions, and commented that petty conflicts between their two codes were
major

starting

Orchestra were favorably received by the terpsichoreans.
After the dance ended at two
o'clock on Sunday morning,
jthe parties, which had never
really ceased, resumed their
force and carried on into the

Sit

j

A

riots almost every

day.

defended the British
colonization policy, stressing
the fact that the early British
East India Company worked
under a policy of Indian rights
first, European rights second.
In this
defense he included the
feet that provisions were included in the charter of that
Dance Week, Fall 1946, has
company granting equal rights
fcr all relieions.
races, and come to an end as all things
must. The scene of carnage
colors.
In commenting on the new has been repaired by the
independence
movement for glaziers, the masons, the carIndia which the British have penters, the janitors, and a
and cold comaPproved, Hobbs asked for a bromo-seltzmethod whereby only 14
of press crew. Those who died
'he total population of India in action have been buried;
could form a stable governthose badly wounded are
ment, since only that percent under treatment. The atmosf the population can read or phere is no longer charged
rite. He closed his speech with 90 proof vapors and beer
with a defense of the British fumes.
The raucous shouts,
Policy of imperializism,
the swing music, the tuxedos,
stating that the British in their the general hilarity, and the
colonies have made great im- - WOMEN in their gownless
Hobbs

er

ld

ex-appoin- ted

Indian

ex-tan-

ENDS

Dance Weekend, the traditional party period for the
officially started at the conclusion of classes on
Friday, November 22, and staggered to its conclusion on Sunday evening, November 24. Two dances at Peirce Hall and
numerous other dances and parties at the various divisions
maintained the tempo of the Fall 1946 festivities until forced
to halt by the lack of stamia on the part of the participants,
and by the impending resumption of classes on Monday
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The contents of a

provements in living standards, health, welfare, and almost everything except personal liberty.

the unofficial Britiviews and position on the
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fitting conclusion was

forded the

week-en- d

af-

by the

appearance of a bat, rumored
to have been inebriated, at the
evening meal in the Commons.
Had a mouse simultaneously
appeared in a crack in the
mid-terwall, it is likely that the Kenas
serious attitude
and
approach,
yon Chapter of Alcoholics
examinations
the strains of Bach, Brahms, Unanimous would have sworn
Beethoven, Bradley and
off "demon rum" forever.
are heard again in the
music room. But nothing has
Over 137,000,000 people
replaced the WOMEN.
now living in the United
Dance Week, Fall 1946, has States do not read the COLcome to an end as all things LEGIAN. Do you want to
must, and a good affair it was. be just another hidden
Kenyon again has assumed its member of this great mass,
position as a fine Liberal Arts or do you want to become
College, and peace and sobrian individual? Read the
ety reign supreme on the hill. COLLEGIAN and you autoBut do not fret, DANCE matically become a

evening straps are mere memories, vaguely remembered by
some, totally forgotten by
others.
The hill is again in good appearance and in normal order.
The air is fresh and clear except for the smells emanating
from the Commons' kitchen.
Kenyon's men are back to
their usual dress; impressed
G.I. pants, unshined shoes, unbuttoned collars, unopened
textbooks, uninspired expressions. The universal gaiety
and loud swing music have WEEK, SPRING 1947, IS NOT
been supplanted by a somber, TOO FAR AWAY. Amen.
m
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CREDIT WHERE IT'S DUE
teams in Kenyon's history
As one of the hardest-fightin- g
heads for Sewanee to complete its 1946 gridiron schedule, Kenyon College may well be proud that a team of such caliber is
carrying her name. There are too many Kenyonites who do
not understand how a team which loses almost all of its games
can be a great team, but there are a few facts about this year's
team which are noteworthy and which may help to give the
footballers the credit due them.
The 1946 edition of the football Lords has faced practically
every handicap possible, but still has been fighting the full
sixty minutes of every game regardless of the score, or of the
obvious superiority of the teams they have been playing
against.. There has been no quitting from a Kenyon team as is
obvious to those few who have watched them play.
It should not be forgotten that Kenyon has played its games
handicapped by only nine days of
practice time. The
Purple and White had not practiced the equivalent of a good
workout until after the Ashland game. This condition led to complications which were not apparent at first.
Conditioning plays a major part in the building of a good
football squad, and even with the outstanding efforts that
Coach Dave Henderson received from the squad, he could not
have hoped for a properly prepared team without at least three
more weeks of practice. The results of this inadequate conditioning were excessive injuries,
and lack
of smooth team play. It is a notable fact that by the second
game there were four of the original first string missing from
action for the season, and on the remainder of the first squad
only two were without injuries Grof Collet and Tad Basinger.
One point worthy of emphasis is that this is one of the few
teams that had to be told how good it was, and not how bad it
was. The men were playing under the strain of a long losing
streak every week, and that has an extremely detrimental effect on morale, much more so than a comparable victory string.
The 1946 squad has never had the chance to find out how good
they are, for they are good, as the teams they have played
against will testify.
Again in regard to morale, it should be realized that morale
is the unknown quantity which has made bad teams good, and
good teams great. Too many Kenyonites have elected to sit
back and criticize, not too difficult a task, rather than work to
support their team in any way they could. Even the simple
expedient of attending the games in force has not been taken
pre-seas-

pre-seas-

on

on

under-confidenc-

e,

advantage of.

This has not been written in order to rationalize the poor
record of this year's team, but has been written in order to set
forth the premise that in the future no Kenyon squad be forced
to place itself in the cellar spot in the state because the College
could not give a little more support to the team. This year's
debacle may have been the outcome of overhanging wartime
conditions, but in the future, whatever the exigencies be, let
the college
faculty, administration, and student body
back the team in every way possible.

Unity and cooperation among groups of people has been
one of the basic aims of human society since the beginning of
man's existence. There is no reason why Kenyon men should
not be capable of recognizing this feature of society in terms of
the local scene
it is simply called "school spirit." Those who
attended the Kenyon - Mt. Union game last Saturday saw that
something was missing; that "something" was school spirit,
which revealed its absence by the lack of substitutes for eleven
tired football players who battled their hearts out for at least
a moral victory. A less staunch group of men might have been
discouraged by the knowledge that the present twenty-mafootball squad started out with sixty-fivmen. The prospect
then for putting Kenyon back in the "win" column was pretty
good. That was 'way back there in October. But, indeed, the
tally today is twenty twenty light, loyal men who have stuck
n

e

HILLTOPICS
by Sandy Lindsey
People liked the brevity of our last column. We continue
the custom.
1.
The hunters are home from the hunt! The brethren are
back with the bacon! Trussed and dressed for all to see are the
variegated species of local fauna proudly hanging by their heels
over the campus fireplaces. No fox were bagged although some
were seen
several pheasants, considerable number of rabbits
and same unidentified items made up the total bag at the end
of this, the lushest of seasons since the war. Foxes are but
clever beasties.
2. Freshmen are such good things to have around.
In
classes, f'rinstance, where upperclassmen predominate
the
prof asks a leading question and a "fuzzie" promptly obliges
with the obvious answer. The worthy upperclassmen smile benignly, the prof is piqued at catching the same fish over and
over again, and the "fuzzie" bleats on his blissful way. Ah
wilderness!
3. From George Labalme, late of Kenyon, and now busy
General 'Mac" in Tokyo, a trenchant remark
concerning Chapel attendance. Sez Guv: "I go to chapel regularly but damned if I can find the guy at the door who
checks off names!"
d
A
reflex, we gather.
Hurry back, George, things are just like you left them.
4. While we're feeling "twit-ty- "
we hope Bob Hope won't
mind our repeating several of his gags
we know lots of guys
didn't get to hear them on TUESDAY night, and they are so
apropos.
"The fraternities," said Hope, "wouldn't take me
after somebody told them I wear garters." "Mr. Hope," someone asked, "are you just back from fraternity meeting, or do
you always look this punchy?" What sacrilege
and on
Tuesday night too!
5. Elsewhere in the COLLEGIAN an article appears (we
discussing the omnipresent problem of school spirit at
Kenyon. May we urge your reading it with a view to getting
behind the idea. All the old excuses are now invalid let's
see if something can't be done about the whole matter of undergraduate school spirit on the Hill. (Editor's Note: See editorial
and letters to the Editor).
6. (And final). The singing in the Commons on
Sunday is
sad! Once a week the whole college has an opportunity to assemble and maintain the harmonious and pleasant tradition.
The weekly occasion leaves much to be desired. The songs are
not sung properly. The tables do not keep together. Old Kenyon songs have disappeared from the repertory and the few
now being sung are interspersed with parodies that belong to
the Services
not in Great Hall and particularly not when
ladies are present. The wonderful tradition of singing which is
one of the rare times when Kenyon men can really join together as a single student body unit is being slowly lost and the
wealth of really fine songs ignored and forgotten. Can't somebody take the initiative
set up a lead table and instruct the
rest of the tables to follow the tempo, tune, and spirit. New
song books are in order too. The renascence of school
spirit of
which we have spoken could find no better place to begin
than
in the singing at Great Hall. Well, Seniors?
Afterthought on Dance Week-enby Oliver Wendel Homes:
" 'Tis but a fool that loves
excess; hast thou a drunken soul,
The fault is in thy shallow brain, and not in the
punch
bowl."
with apologies to O. W. H.
"Honor-Guardin-

g"

Kenyon-conditione-

d,

Katherine Cornell
No, but you will find talent galore in
the Kenyon Dramatic Club Presentation
of "Arms and The Man" by George
Bernard Shaw. Why not plan to attend
the production of this play on December
10, 11, and 12th, at the Speech Building.
Admission? Nothing for students.

ARMS and THE MAN
Reservations Obtained At Speech Building

29, I946

died

elPed
amed
dlJorced

lefVT

emKb.?ZZ!ed

blked

bought a car

HAS ANYONE
passed an Attainment Test
had a party
had a date

broken an arm
had twins or
quintuplets
fallen from an airplane
sobered up

If anyone has, and you know about it, that's NEWS!!!
UIve us lne miormation at the COLLEGIAN office.

to wij

What is wrong with ou,
football spirit? Or, to examine
the larger question which i,
basic to the whole problem
what is wrong with 0uj
"school spirit?" There jj
plenty of athletic spirit on tie
campus, as evidenced by the
vigor displayed in the
Why is this energetic
intra-mural-

s.

spirit not carried over

into

sports? Can it
be that each division, (foot,
ernity, that is) is so preoccinter-collegia-

te

with carrying its own
torch that the larger loyalty to
which each owes initial
is completely forgotten?
Better men, finer spirit, and
even bigger crowds may be
found at intramural games
than at
affairs.
It's a sad situation, and in addition to this, the faculty and
administrative pressure of
heavy assignments and geupied

allegi-anc-

inter-collegia-

neral

e

te

lack of consideration

for

the team members makes for
further reduction in eligible
material. ..This is not to disparage the intellectual pur.
poses of college, but to question the wisdom of encouraging sports without giving some
consideration to those who engage in them.
We, therefore, make the following constructive suggestions with an eye to improving
the situation, or, lacking suet
prospects, cutting intercollegiate sports from the college calendar at a great saving of
time and treasure to the college and the students. The
Student Assembly has allocated, through
its Executive
Committee, the larger portion
of its Assembly Fee for Athletic purposes.
It is suggested
that the Alumni now come
forward and indicate their interest by taking action to secure new equipment for the
teams and replacing the pathetically antiquated uniforms
which

Kenyon

teams

now

wear when they appear before
the public. Just as the workman's efficiency

is

increased

by the quality of his tools, so
the accomplishments and morale of a team are enhanced by
proper equipment.
If the Administration really
wants sports on this campus
it ought to show evidence of
its support by making provision for thorough support of
teams and men. A solid faculty front at games and at least
an understanding treatment of
men in training would go fm
in the way of encouraging
men to go out for sports and
to stick with the teams during
the hard grind of training and
playing.
Further, the men on the
football team are given no insurance coverage beyond

that

provided in the regular college
health insurance policy. This
policy pays for no operations,
pays for but fourteen days of
hospitalization, and for not
even one
Surely this is
a matter of grave concern for
any man who anticipates taking the physical beating
in playing football. I'
is simply not enough to "trust
to luck" in matters of life and
limb, and the lack of protection is no incentive to the good
men needed for the team.
Finally, we pose this quesX-ra-

y.

in-volve-

d

-

(Continued on page
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SAS?!!(?S
Iew people of the
United States, in order to fine
disagreeable state, in
a more
tranquility, and
college
sure
information,
positive
out
hand
the follestablish
hereby
do
owing document as the Constitution for "Sigma Alpha
'??! Sigma."
Sigma
So begins the Constitution
0f a recently formed campus

PROPERTY CREW
IN HOT WATER

"We, a

organization.
This
Hill's

group, founded by the
top keglers, is known

throughout the inner sanctum
as the
of Kenyon officialdom

Afternoon Sobriety
andor Satiety Society and
meets almost anytime for poli-

Kenyon College's coming

V

OLD

KFNY0-

N-

FOR MEN OFf- -,
EXTINCFION;K

)(
PS

J

X

liamentary procedure, usually
to eight seconds. Following examination of the
question,

their attention
fields, i. e., beer

MAKING THE ROUNDS
EDITOR'S NOTE: This

re-

port was written by Arnaud

du Tours
(pronounced Ar-non the Thursday morning af"Discontented H a r m o nies." ter the Sunday night before,
He was driven from the floor and in no way constitutes an
of DANCE
by a series of "Yak, Yak's" endorsement
or
WEEKENDS
their effects.
from the Chairman.
The magnitude of the affair
This group promises to become one of the more potent surprised me. When I read
organizations on campus. Its recently of "little Kenyon in
talents and resources are unl- tiny Gambier'' I was given to
imited, its rise to prominence believe that my assignment
is undisputed; its cirrhosis of here to cover the divisional
the liver is a certainty.
activities would be more of a
rest cure than anything else.
But it wasn't
Dance Weekend ( that's a
The WOOLSON Co.
misnomer if I ever heard one )
DEPARTMENT STORE
was the result of seemingly
endless months of laborious
labor and hard work on the
part of a few industrious
young men. I heard one bold
Lord telling a number of less
bold Lords that "never before
Ohio
Mt. Vernon
in the field of Kenyon conflict
o)

!

!

!

(Continued on page
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PHONE 3551
for

PEOPLES BANK

Hayes Grocery

Gambier, Ohio

COMING DISTRACTIONS
AT THE ROSSEY
Wednesday. Dec. 4th: "God
is the
Is My
about the one
usual
man Air Force who can lick
his weight in Japs; the hero
appears to weigh many, many
tons. Anyone who sits through
it is eligible for the Air Medal,
Co-Pilo-

hair-rais-

t"

er

Heart, and the

the Purple

Good Conduct Medal with two
clusters. It is too bad that the
fine aerial photography and

G.

B.

Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

Co-Pilo- t,"

out-date-

d,

k!

Wednesday,
Dec. 11th:
a tech"Home In Indiana"
nicolor flicker with many interesting and beautiful scenes,
not the least of which feature
June Haver. Good, light entertainment which should take
your mind off impending examinations for an hour or two.
On that basis alone it is worth
seeing.
Among the many national
publications which do not
rely on material from the
COLLEGIAN are Life, The

Gambier, Ohio

F.

W. Woolworth

&

Co.

Hobo News, Time, The
Colliers,
Police Gazette,
Fortune, Look, See, Peek,

and Squint.

for Gambier.
But hookahs aren't the only
props needed for the play. In
one scene in the heroine's
boudoir, a Swiss soldier comes
through the balcony window
with a pistol in his hand. An
or Luger
ordinary
wouldn't be hard to find, but
this one has to be Russian, of
the type used in 1885. That's
why prop men lead short lives.
Help out Kenyon's Dramatic
Club, and incidentally the life
insurance companies. Scare
up a hookah and an 1885 Russian pistol. The College Speech
Department would also appreciate a rainbow colored pottery stove and a Turkish
six-shoot- er

coffee-po- t.

dents which occurred during
Dance Week were the following, picked up through hearsay and rumor:
Sam Plotkin, the Sigma Pi'-e- r
with the handsome convertible Buick, ended in a ditch
with his beautiful date
let
me finish
as a result of his
car's having too much alcohol
in its radiator, a common failing. No injuries, no damage.
Casey O'Donnell, Psi Upsi-lon- 's
muscle, overturned his
car outside of Gambier, but he
and his female companion
escaped with only a shaking
up. The car, however, suffered contusions of the body, in-

ternal hemorrhages of the radiator, lacerations of the fenders, and concussion of the
battery. Very little hope is
held for its recovery.
Bill Seiberling (check that
last name), one of Phi Kappa's
finest, is rumored to have been
driving around on a flat tire
for many, many miles as the
flat was unbeknown to him.
We wonder if he'll have too
much trouble getting a replacement.
Ken "horizontal" Hamister
was saved from being involved
in a fatal accident when his
brother, a sober citizen called
Don, refused to let him drive..

HaiL Hail, the Gang's All
AT
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

GENE VAL DEAN'S
BEER

STEAKS

FRENCH FRIES

For Everything in Music

OHIO

GAMBIER

STROTHER'S

HIKE TO HECK'S

HECKLER'S
CUT-RAT-

ESTATE

REAL

W. E.

Come in and See Our Record Library

Mount Vernon

nst

HU

Wholesale and Retail

N. Main St. Mt. Vernon, O.

a-gai-

C-R-A-S-

Gaumer's Bakery

16

formal luncheon on November
19. Major Hobbs, speaker at
the student assembly that day,
was presented to the club by
Al Mason, president.
Major Hobbs spoke "off the
record" after the luncheon,
and gave his views on many
of the problems of the world.
He supported a strong stand

son who uses one cools and
Russia, and defended
perfumes his smoke by dawing this position against attacks
it through the water.
from many of the members of
Exotic, isn't it? But that the club. Hobbs spoke strongdoes not help the student ly and bluntly, and some of his
"props men" find this neces- remarks incurred the wrath
sary part of the stage scenery. of almost everyone present, at
They send a frantic and plain one time or another. In a
tive plea to the people of Gam question period following the
bier and Mount Vernon: "Does informal talk, the members of
ll
anyone have a hookah he the club, led by Dr. R. D.
and Henry Abraham,
would lend to the College
Speech Department for a asked for, and received the
speaker's opinions on the Palcouple days?"
However, the students have estine question. Another hot
not contented themselves with debate resulted from Major
a mere plea. The other day Hobbs' remarks, and many
one enterprising Kenyon man more questions were left unas the gathering was
decided to canvas Mount Ver- answered
by Mason, after a sesended
non for a hookah, house by
house.
His attempt ended sion almost three hours long.
The club was given many
abruptly the same day.
pamphlets and papers issued
The first house he approach- by the British Information
ed was that of a certain house- Service by the speaker, and
wife on N. Main Street. "Par- these will be available in the
don me, ma'm,'' the student library in the near future.
said, when the housewife had
answered her doorbell. "Do
you have a hookah? It's got
water in it and looks like an
Among the vehicular acciupside-dow- n
lamp."

Before he had finished his
the excellent flying are wastexplanation,
the housewife
yet
ed, but the airfoil hasn't
which has disappeared into her house.
been designed
enough lift to support the trite But she returned a moment
glass
later with a vase-lik- e
plot. "God Is My
of
water.
"Here,
vessel
full
is enterdefinitely
smart-alecHow's
taining only if you enjoy air- you young
she
and
emptied
the
this?"
plane films and cliches.
container over his head. His
Sunday. Dec. 8th: "A Royal spirits somewhat dampened
Scandal."
the student departed hastily

WESTERN UNION AGENCY

Fancy Cakes
Made to Order
at

The International Relations

Ca-ha-

last six

THE

pre-

Shaw's
sentation
Arms and the Man.
A dictionary revealed that a
hookah is a tall Turkish pipe
that looks like a cross between
a fancy Oriental vase and an
upside-dow- n
table lamp. It
comes equiped with a container for scented water. The perof

tical and philosophic discussions. These discussions, thriving on incoherency and hitherto unexplored methods of par-

Serving Kenyon Men for
25 years

Hobbs In Hot Water Too

What's a hookah? So asked Club honored Major and Mrs.
the harassed property crew of E. J. Hobbs of the British consulate of Cleveland at an in-

Sunday

the members turn
to different
kegs and the
consumption thereof.
The Society's last speaker
was a little known and inaudiof the
ble representative
W.C.T.U. who gave a very
short, surrealistic speech on

THREE

Ohio

29 Vi

PURDY

Licensed Real Estate Broker
P. O. BOX
OFFICE
MT. VERNON. OHIO
Public Square

E

DRUG STORE
THE BEST IN
DRUG STORE SERVICE
West Side Public Square
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GRIDIRON GLIMPSES Basketball Season

'COOKIE"

Carl C. Cooke, Jr. is scheduled to graduate this February, and the Kenyonites who
know him will miss having
I him around.
Too few new
men have had the opportunity
to meet and associate with
the personable "Cookie" who
has been one of Kenyon's outstanding athletes as well as
being one of the better students.
Carl, while attending University High School in Columbus, won nine letters in major
sports, three each in football,
track, and swimming.
He

by Dave Workum

Pheasants Scarce,
Rabbits Plentiful
The official Ohio bird and
rabbit season opened Friday,
November 15, at twelve noon.
Many Kenyon nimrods took to
the fields in search of rabbits
and pheasants, including Professor DuBois, who bagged
one of the four albino pheasants set loose in Knox County.
Reports are that pheasants
are very scarce, but the bun
nies seem to be very plentiful.
So far, only two birds have
been taken in the nearby
fields. Jim Clark, Dick Paisley, Herb Remien, and Gene
Lindsey, have been doing
quite a bit of hunting. Jim has
brought home seventeen rabbits in six days. Quite a good
record, considering that he has
been without a dog and shoulders a single barrel,
shotgun. The pheasant season closes November 30, but
rabbits can be taken up to
January 1st. There is no open
season for deer or quail in
Ohio this year.
20-gau-

ge

Attention Wives!
It has been very dishearten-

'

ifc

Cents Cjkj. Cooms:

Lords Drop Two
53-- 0;

19-1-

2

The Kenyon football squad
journeyed to Westerville
November lbth to play a
powerful Otterbein eleven.
The Cardinals, who were looking for their seventh win of
the season, "completely rout
ed" the Lords by piling up 53
points, and holding the men
from Gambier scoreless. The
Kenyon team played valiantly
but were completely outclassed by the bigger and better
Otterbein footballers, who had
lost only one game this season
and that to the University of
West Virginia, 13 to 7.
A week later, playing before
a Dance Weekend crowd in
Benson Bowl, the Lords met
the best team that Mt. Union
College has turned out in ten
years. Kenyon lost again, this
time by a score of 19 to 12, but
only after turning in one of
their best performances of the
year. "Sparky'' Vail scored his
third and fourth touchdowns
of the season to run his total
number of points to 24.

ing to most spectators to see
and hear the poor support
given our football team while
every team Kenyon has play
ed this season has been shown
very good support, both in attendance and in cheering. This
not only makes a good impression on the other school, but
it also is a moral support for
the team.
During the first few games,
a few boys tried in vain to lead
Kenyonites in cheers. They
were given no support by the
students and thus had to
abandon their efforts. Since
there are no more home football games in which to erase
this poor record, it will have to We Have A Winning
be made up for during the
Basketball Team
coming basketball season.
This Season
ONE DAY LAST WEEK,
SOMEBODY HAD THE
"BRAIN STORM" OF HAVCORRECTION
ING THE FELLOW'S WIVES
IN SWIMMING SCHEDULE
ACT AS CHEERLEADERS.
THE BASKETBALL COACH.
In the last edition it was
SOME OF THE PLAYERS, stated that Kenyon's
first
AND
MANY STUDENTS swimming meet would be held
ALL THOUGHT IT WOULD with Hiram. Since Hiram has
BE AN EXCELLENT IDEA. no team it would be impossi
CERTAINLY YOU "GALS" ble to swim against them
WOULD BE GIVEN 100
under any condition. Instead,
SUPPORT BY THE STU- we swim against Case at our
DENTS. OF COURSE THIS own pool on the same date.
WOULD BE SOMETHING
NEW, BUT IT MAY WORK.
For all good Foods
TALK IT OVER AT YOUR
NEXT "AFTERNOON TEA"!
OUR PLAYERS AND
WILL BE PROUD TO
115 S. Main Street
SUPPORT YOU IN CHEERMT. VERNON, OHIO
ING.
-

STU-DENT-

S

(FROM RECENT REPORTS
JRJMNYUN
IS GOING TO
HAVE A WINNING BASKETBALL TEAM)

STOP 'N' SHOP
Groceries

Wines
Phone

Delicatessen

Beer
1472-147-

3
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Popular Sport

to Open Saturday
Against Fenn Returns to Kenyon

Saturday, Dec. 7, will mark
7
the opening of the
Kenyon Basketball season. As
previously stated, the first
game was to have been with
Mount Union at Alliance on
Dec. 13. Instead, the Lords
will meet Fenn on our own
floor on this coming Saturday
evening. If the regular schedule would have been followed,
our first home game would not
have been until January 1.
At this early date little is
known about the Fenn cagers,
captained the track and swim- but, with the return of many
ming teams as a high school veterans to both teams, the
game should prove to be much
senior.
Triple "C" came to Kenyon faster than the wartime
in 1942 and has been a regular games.
on the football and track
teams ever since. After play- Lords In Dixie,
ing freshman football for a Face Sewanee
year, be became first string
On Saturday, November 30,
quarterback. His third year the Lords will journey to Sewas spent at the University of wanee, Tenn., where Coach
Arizona where he was active Dave Henderson's boys will be
in athletics to the same extent pitted against the
g
as when he had been at Ken- University of the South e- yon.
leven. Sewanee, as it is popThis season Cooke has been ularly called, began the 1946
playing a good, steady center season by dropping its first
position for the Lords. Being two games, but since has hit
an extremely versatile athlete, the comeback trail and won
he has, in the past seven years spectacular victories over such
of football, played every posi' foes as Centre (52 to 6) and
tion except guard and full Hampden-Sidne- y
(25 to 0).
back. His list of injuries do The U. of S. team was rated
not display the same versatil higher than the Otterbein
lty as he s had his nose broken Cardinals in a recent national
six times!
football survey, and should be
In addition to his football a mighty hard nut for the
ing, he has been on the mile Lords to crack.
relay team, ran the 220 and
Speak kindly of your ene440, and qualified as a shot-pmies;
after all, you made
and broad-jum- p
artist. He them.
also swims the back stroke on
the swimming team. To date
he has earned six "K's".
THE
Cooke shines in other activi
COZY
GRILL
ties as well as in athletics, and
has an enviable record as
After the Show
President of the Student As
sembly last year and as Vice
President of Delta Tau Delta
for the past two years.
Aside from being a standout
14 W. High Street
1946-194-

high-flyin-

Have you seen any

horses

trotting around the campus
lately? Parker Horsemanship
have brought their horses to
Gambier for use of Kenyon
students and faculty. Before
the war, Captain Eberle acted
as riding instructor, but Mrs.
Parker and Miss Gabriel now
hold

that position.

It is Mrs. Parker's purpose
to teach the techniques of
horsemanship, jumping, and
polo. As yet no polo ponies
have been brought down, but
as soon as skill and interest is
shown in polo they will be

purchased. Kenyon polo teams
were rated very highly before
the war, and it is hoped that
this prewar standard can be
equalled or surpassed.
The course is open to everyone and the $25.00 fee entitles
you to ride three times a week
from now through February.
Every Monday night a musical
ride is held in which the stu
dents learn to. ride to music.
Beer and pretzels are served
afterwards. Anyone wishins
to get into one of the many
classes should see Mrs. Parker
at the riding stables, or see Ed
Henkle wherever he may be
found.

--

Christmas Scab

ut

in his
activi
ties, Carl, an Economics major,
has been a better than average
student. Every bit a gentleman, he is one of the best liked
men on the Hill.
In his spare time, Mr. Cooke
can usually be found playing
bridge or memorizing railroad
time tables, as unique an occupation as there is to be
found. But after all, men of
Mr. Cooke's caliber are unique
on any campus.
extra-curricul- ar

:

HARDWARE

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

. . . Yclt Protection
Against Tuberculosis

MILK
IS AN

ENERGY-CREATIN-

G

IT RELIEVES FATIGUE
BUILDS ENERGY.

FOOD.
AND

:

GIVIN & CON NELL

Jewell Ice Cream & Milk Co.

Cooking Utensils

and

Delicacies

Electrical Supplies
PHONE 295

1

GAMBIER, O.
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"Arms
Begins

KENYON COLLEGIAN

and the Man"
Dec. 10th

Another Dramatic Club
entation will be staged in
Speech

FRATERNITY RUSHING
ENDS, 140 PLEDGED
pres-

the

Building on Tuesday,

and Thursday,
Wednesday,
12. The play
11,
and
Dec. 10,
and the
"Arms
Shaw's
js
Man."

Directed by Don Tescher,
cast for the production, in
order of appearance, is:
the

Peggie Morgan

Raina

Catherine

Petkof f

Lois Waselkov
Dori Tescher
Louka
Bob Golden
Bluntschli
Bob Kenmore
Soldier
Sergius Saranoff Jack Vrieze
Paul Petkoff .... Ted Bogardus
James Amo
Nicola
crew are:
stage
Among the
Mgr.
Stage
....
Edgerton
Henry
Lights
Field
jerry
Nate and Dud Marple .. Sound
Makeup
Dick Stadler
House Mgr.
Herschial Welsh
Tickets will go on sale Friday in the Speech Building.
The Male Animal
(Continued from Page 1)
played by Philip Fendig, Betty
Fink, and John Claypool. The

acting of Fendig
and Mrs. Fink kept the play
moving at a fast pace from the
first scene to the final curtain.
There were a number of
Derformances,
and
among those which attracted
comment was that of Barbara
Marr, who played the wife of
Her
a trustee to perfection.
raucous voice, her heavily-rouge- d
face and her exhuber-an- t
mannerisms were admirably suited to her role. James
Hansen played the irate trustee in his inimitable fine manner, and his part was much enhanced by a remarkable series
of scowls and by vicious bites
on a cigar which seldom left
competent

first-ra-

his

te

fraternity:
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Psi Upsilon
Beta Theta Pi

Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Pi
Phi Kappa Sigma
Delta Phi
The Collegian would like

16
20
14
21
18
23
14
14
in-

formation concerning the fate
of the following
men: the
freshman who was pinned
four separate times by four
separate committees of East
Wingers; the victims of the
South Hanna blockade on Middle Path; and the man who sat
in the Middle Kenyon parlor
all weekend and wondered
why no one approached him
with a pin. And is it true that
the Middle Leonard boys intend to enter a pledge team
League?
in the
And that the South Leonard
All-Americ-

an

pledges hope for a monopoly
in the Martini club?

Highlights of the weekend
were the North Hanna Walking Bass Boogie Society and
n
Middle
Hanna's
music in a high class parlor.
low-dow-

Patricia Stanley
Smith Martha
Ed. Broadhurst

Wally Myers ..
Dean Damon Eugene Bonnist
Mrs. Blanche Damon
Mary Maxfield
that Michael Barnes

mouth.

Another

Kenyon students can now
relax and recuperate from a
weekend of Round Robins that
found one hundred and forty
men pledged to the eight national fraternities on the Hill.
After four hectic nights of
beer parties, the fraternity
men have stopped to count
noses.
The breakdown of the number of pledges, fraternity by

performance
bone-heade-

FIVE

President Chalmers
Underscores
Four Course Plan
President Chalmers, speaking before a Student Assembly
the
last Tuesday,
Four Course Plan which is
now in operation here at Kenre-explai-

ned

was
yon. His
offered as a result of the confusion in the minds of some of
the students with regard to the
new plan.
Under the Four Course
re-explana-

tion

Plan, "the distribution requirements will remain as
they were, but the number of
courses will be cut down from
twenty to sixteen. This has
the effect of reducing the
number of subjects which a
student studies." One reason
for this change is that "to
know a few important things
well is a better way to broaden
your mind than to know a
great many things superficial- continued,
Dr. Chalmers
to
the Four
"The transition
Course Plan will in no case
have the effect of requiring a
man to stay in college longer
than he would have stayed
under the Five Course Plan."
A practical reason for it is

the fact that mature students
can study with greater efficiency if there is more time for
preparation, or more outside
work for every hour of class
As a
or laboratory work.
rough guide, the following
formulae are used (They are
not to be taken as universally
applicable, since every man's
rate of study is different from
the next man's): Under the
Five Course Plan, there were
15 class hour per week, and 30
hours of outside preparation.
Under the Four Course Plan,
there are 12 class hours per
week, and 36 hours of outside
preparation. In other words,
where the total hours of school
work per week were 45, they
are now 48, and the ratio of
hours of outside preparation
to class hours which was 2 to 1,
is now 3 to 1. By way of comparison, the recent army and
Air Corps programs both called for 45 to 49 hours of overall

Stewart Perry
deserves notice was that
of John Claypool, whose playiJoe Ferguson .. John Claypool
ng of a windy,
d
Ed Keller
James Hansen
football enthusiast made a big Mrs.
Myrtle Keller
hit. There was something entBarbara Marr
irely appropriate in Stewart Nutsy Miller George Masker
study.
Perry's being cast as a crusadiNewspaper reporter

well

PAGE

undergraduate editor.
Clitus Marvin
Marriage is a contributing
After each performance the
Among those of the techni- factor in 87
of all divorces.
audience went away having
cal staff who helped make the
enjoyed the comedy immenseproduction a success were
iy.
We Have A Winning
Richard Stadler, stage manaThe cast:
Basketball Team
Cleota
Mariam Johnson ger, Jack Tomassene, properEllen Turner
Betty Fink ties, and Scott Morill, lights.
This Season
Tommy Turner Philip Fendig

throwjn'

who's h

bot'les ?

The
NORTH LEONARD
"Siyooz", always loaded with
(Continued from page 3)
ideas, were loaded again this
had so many owed so much to past weekend. Parties continso few". That seemed so orig- ued without interruption from
inal, so beautiful, and so ap- Friday evening until Monday
propriate as to warrant my re- morning, highlighted by the
cording it in this article for all S A S S beer party Sunday
to read and ponder.
night.
But to get on with my re"Rod"
Notes from N. L.
port. It is not as complete as Harris made his way from the
it should be. Why? Because infirmary to join in the festhere was a heavy fog envelop- tivities Friday evening. He reing Gambier Hill last weekend turned sometime later mutterand the visibility was poor. ing something about a "new
(Continued on page 6)
No! There's no other reason!

Making The Rounds

LESTER'S

ALLEN

FIRST

JEWELER

I
N

Diamonds

QUALITY

STYLE

Watches
Watch Repairing

Ohio

Mt. Vernon

BALDERSON'S

ng

Harris Motor Sales

BARBER SHOP

122 W. High Street

FARRIS

K:P

MT. VERNON,

and
3

BARBERS

7 E. Gambier St.

Mt. Vernon, O

PRESS1NC

7 East

REPAIRING

Call Gambier 2971

Phone 1019

The

C. K. Heighton

Authorized

PONTIAC

Plumbing and

Sales and Service

Heating

Telephone

126

Gambier St.,

Mt. Vernon. Ohio

Prompt and Efficient Service

NEESE

Jewelry Company

OHIO

CLEANING

106 W. High

St

DINER
Just
a little bigger
a little better
DINNERS AND SHORT
ORDERS
Ohio
Mt. Vernon

ML Vernon, O.

CREDIT JEWELERS
FOR YOUR BANKING

CONVENIENCE

CLEAN

SAFE

CITY CAB
TELEPHONE

204 S.

Main St.

231

--

Mt. Vernon, O.

PHONE

The First - Knox
National Bank

R

MT. VERNON,

OHIO
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Letters To The Editor
(Continued from page

2)

tion in all seriousness to the
the Student
Administration,
Body ,and the Alumni: "Does
Kenyon College REALLY

want

inter-collegia-

NOVEMBER

KENYON COLLEGIAN

SIX

athlet-

te

then let's
ics?" If all do
have the courage to face up to
the facts and do something
about them. Otherwise let's
stop this nonsense, and perhaps take up less virile pastimes such as chess or tiddly-winkIf we sound "bitter"
can we be blamed? The writer, who is not alone in these
opinions -- has ..worked ..hard
with nineteen others on the
to what purfootball team
pose? We call for a clear statement of purpose, first from the
Administration, then from the
Student Body - and we feel
certain that the Alumni will
come through if interest and
initiative is shown on the Hill.
The larger view, of course,
goes beyond Athletics and
takes in the whole of that peculiar quality of community
atmosphere which we previously spoke of as "school
spirit." It must have a beginning soon... Over 500 men are
now at Kenyon. Just the numbers considered, the spirit
should be tremendous. We
urge the Senior Council to
consider this matter and to
take steps in the direction of
promoting the agencies of student action which, in past
years, were responsible for the
cultivation and maintenance
of that wonderful, unifying,
and exciting quality of undergraduate life which we really
ought "to cherish in our hearts
forever
THE LOVE OF
KENYON OUR MOTHER!"
RICHARD SHIBLEY
s.

--

To the Editor:
No one can argue that Kenyon College isn't far removed
from the noise and confusion
of the madding throng and its
attendant activities. Again,
it cannot be argued that there
aren't both advantages and
disadvantages attached to this
seclusion. Should the student
retire from or take little intercampus
est in
activities, many advantages of
being at a small college will
be lost .
Active participation in Kenthe athletic
yon affairs
events, the chapel services, the
various clubs, the college assemblies, the student publicaneed your support
tions, etc.
as much as you need what
they add to your education
and personality. Your time at
Kenyon should be used to bet
ter yourself in as many ways
as is possible, so you should
take part in as many activities
as your time and interests
extra-curricul-

ar

Cooperate with your fellow
undergraduates and make the
next few years some of
best as you enjoy fuller,
more satisfying lives of your
Ken-yon- 's

own.

Ken Brooks.

DR. BERG RECITAL TONIGHT

Tonight at 8:00 P.M., Dr.
William Berg of the Kenyon
faculty will give a piano recital in Peirce Hall. This recital will be the first in a series to be presented by members of the college faculty and
student body.
Among the selections to be
played by Dr. Berg at this
"Coee Concert" are the Sonata
in A Major, by Mozart, Scherzo in B Flat, by Chopin, and
Prelude in C Sharp Minor, by
Bach.

Dependable Service

ZONE CAB
Phone 900

Making The Rounds
(Continued from page

5)

At the SASS beer
oartv".
party, which was conducted
according to parliamentary
procedure, "the floor recognized everyone, but nobody re
Paul
cognized the floor''
imseen
was
man
New (party)
"Jawn" Neely
bibing
It was Stew
went home
Perry you saw sitting in that
"bright brew ocean"
Only slight damage was reported which is as it should be.
It
MIDDLE LEONARD
biggest
of
the
one
to
be
proved
weekends ever in the history
of the Delts. Their banquet at
The Three Gables Friday
evening was attended by more
than ninety people, including
"Cap" and Mrs. Eberle, Chaplain and Mrs. Gribbin, and
Mrs. Julia W. Lawless. From
there the partying at Middle
Leonard went on and on and
on, etc.
The
Memo from M. L.
was
the
party
night
Friday
onlv "Hen Party" on the Hill
all weekend. Only a handful
of Delts were on hand. The
rest were sleeping in the "T"
Tom Shem
barracks
out,
jump out of a
didn't pass
wasn't
parachute
(his
window
packed), or play "Frankie and
Paul New
Johnny''
(party) man was seen imbibing
.

.

.

Ode to Kenyon's Beautiful Campus
I wander through the misty dawn,
Across a soft and

....

....
....

lawn

pt

Of ham and cheese and spoons and forks.

....

I see the waving oaks and elms,

That one might find in Heaven' Realms,
Which house the little things that fly
And drop their refuse in my eye.

Kenyon campus, how we love thee!
please don't shove me!)
(Dean McGowan

Oh!

Kenyon's campus is a beauty:
I have spoke! (It is my duty.)
PLEN

Ode to a Cold Morning

....

Brrrrrrrrrr!
A shaggy dog with coat of fur,

....

....

dew-swe-

Of "ceegar" butts and bottle corks

On this cold morn I wish I were.

Jack Shepard lntro

And if this wish is granted me

duced his very charming wife
Ed "Shades
to Kenyon

....

I'll then be glad
Hamlet" Broadhurst receiv
ed thanks "for being such a
A stranger
sweet boy"
from South Leonard gave
"Moose" Roderick's date a
pledge pin. What's the count Monday morning. All the usSomeone ual parties were conducted in
now, George?
broke a pane of glass trying to the usual manner with the usget "a little air". He didn't get ual damages being reported.
it, but a number of others did.
22,000
Sounds from S. L.

I'm not a tree.

of

Anon

....

....

remains of South

as in Arrssenal) Huff trying to
contact his Dad in Springfield,
Mass. on the Betaphone ....
and Jack Jewett was back.

The Alpha
EAST WING
comparatively
spent
a
Delts
glasses of beer were consumtheir
ed, according to Ray Ashman, quiet time, breaking
is!)
that
(one
of
quota
windows
who ought to know. That figt
ure is for the whole Kenyon and singing the stirring of an
Songs at the drop
community, not just Ray
75"
of course
"Mysto" inhibition. Their "French
rbe
will
was
one
party
that
his parapet jump,
to
Leonard didn't make .
time
some
emembered
for
The most thril
after all
of Jim
as
antics
come,
will
the
ling escape of the weekend
who
was "Shady Beattie's. I under (Blithe Spirit) Conklin, the
presided at all activities in
stand that he "fainted"
Wing.
East
Paul New ( party ) man was
(Continued
on Page 7)
Willis (A
seen imbibing

"Hap
SOUTH LEONARD
pier he who joins his brothers
The entire population
. . ."
of Gambier and vicinity beat a
path to Beta for a bigger and
"beta" time, or so it seemed to
me as I was looking over the

For

29, i94j

Alpha-Del-

a-lo- ne,

....

...

....

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

....

A Select Stock of Home Furnishings
G

The Dixie Antique Shop
4 N. Main St.

For Kenyon Men Its

Mount Vernon,

Ohio

Pete Gost, Prop.

202 S. Main St.

S

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SAVINGS

L

KNOX COUNTY
SAVINGS BANK

I

A Good Place To Dine

Ohio

STUDY LAMPS

Mt. Vernon

Mt. Vernon, O.

TYPEWRITERS

J

E

WONDER BAR

Mt. Vernon

L

YOUR

T
H

JEWELERS

COMPLETE RECORD LIBRARY

A

FOR

Where Everybody Meets

C. H. DIETRICH

ISALY'S

At

E

Ohio

T
E
R

133

S
"Good Things To Eat"

Hardware, Plumbing, Paint, and Household Supplies

H

ARPSTER
A

The ALCOVE

N

MOUNT

D

THE SPARTA
Newark

Ohio

South Main Street
Mt. Vernon. Ohio

POULSON
9 S.

Main Street

PHONE

35

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

VERNON

Soda Grill

Restaurant
Candy Shop

"Kenyon Students Always Welcome"
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Making The Rounds

WEST

(Continued from page 6)
Reports from the E. W.

I

Shantz extended to two
number of dance weekends

Tom
his

without
injuries

--

........

incurring any serious
Congratulati-

And wasGuthrie we
Little
saW wearing tails
Brother Dave Harbison paid a
prolonged visit to Big Brother
Stu McGowan's front steps, or
Harry
so the story goes
MacTavish ) West is said to
have forced a liquid diet on his
date when he learned that he
would have to pay for her
Paul New (party)
meals
imbibing
seen
was
man
it raining Thursday
Was
night?" Was Her old's question
ons, "G. T.''
that "Big Jim"

....

n't

....

(

....

....

--

of
he

the weekend. We suggest
ask Ken Hamister.

I

Odes to the West Wing
McFeely seems to be getting
around with some degree of
ease today. Whatever became
. John
of that crutch, Mac?
(Mah Frans) Winters returned
to play doctor, and to give the
guests of Lambda Chapter a
resume of the World's Series.
Some toothy character
tried to entertain, too. The
Dekes were not impressed. . .
.
J. Swope pinned Phil.
Willis acted as stair rug but
claims to have "proof positive''
that his actions were not the
.

.

The
KENYON
"consensus of opinion" here
Dance Weekend
was that
well along with
came off
everything else. The mysterious disappearance of "One
Barrel of Beer" kept a goodly
number of Mu Kap snoopers
on their toes, but most of the
to get along
boys managed
without it. A few spirits were
MIDDLE

!

WING
The first
thing I noticed at the Deke's
was Paul New (party) man imbibing. But activity in theWest
Wing was not limited to the
imbibing of Mr. Newman, not
by a long shot! The least enthusiastic guest described the
Sunday morning party in "second floor, front" as nothing
less than terrific, and the
larger ones were proportionately more terrific.

.

.

.

.

result

of

over-indulgen-

ce.

.

.

.

.

.

COLLEGIAN

MIDDLE HANNA
If I
could believe all that the
"great shaggy St. Bernard"
(Ken Brooks by name) told me
about the doings in Middle
Hanna, I would be a pretty
credulous creature. But without any stretch of the imagination I can believe some of it,
and that "some" tells me the
Delta Phi's had their "jugs,
loaves, and thous" and how!
M. H. Milestones
Charles
"Chicken'' MacGregor fought
for and preserved that which
is more precious
than diamonds to him
his unmussed
. . Whatever became
hairdo.

Ken Hamister, the customary Bridge Party, and the "no
damage" reports?
Bill
(Isn't this a lovely party?)
Lang acted as Maitre d'hotel
at each of the "lovely" parties

Valpey

...

that

.

....

.

....

....

"

....

....

...

...

.

Natural Sentiments of Youth
Humor

Ambition

Enthusiasm

Pride

Campus Togs

.

Benny did
much as a silver dollar does.
Says he, "Never again!" . . . .
What's in a name? Carter's
date's name was Longenecker
Paul New (party) man
was seen imbibing
There
was a cry of "Author! Author!" and though Bud Day
took a number of bows, it was
Pat who should have accepted
"Beach-head-

.

.

of:

.

SEVEN

Noises from N. H.
NO ery that Bill Seiberling made
BREAKAGE, well one winsame morning? . . .
dow .
Bill Wilson and Dick Tommy (I tell ya, it's bourbon)
Stadler entertained lavishly Reid was the most sought affor friends and foes alike
ter concoctionist on the Hill.
I'm told that Uncle Will is still . . . "Sixty" Persons made
looking for Harry Parks, a every party in all the divi"fine fellow"!
Benevo- sions, but I don't believe it. No
lent Dan Dunlap made a $5.00 body ever has
The weekcontribution at early chapel end ended with the Phi Kaps
Sunday morning. No one was attending the SASS beer party
more surprised than Dan in strength.
I almost forwhen he learned about it
got, Paul New(Party)man was
What was the amazing discov seen going straight up.

.

create interest, confidence
and response from present
and future young men.

....

kept repeating,
"I've never had such a wonIt's the best
derful time.
Dance Weekend I've ever
Oh yes, that
seen".
broken and more were broken
Paul Fisher
blonde. I've seldom seen the the plaudits
into, and Gus Leist has never
Don
each
dropped in
and
Piatt
of
myself.
likes
her
been happier.
for a brief visit
and
The tra- "Lushwell" Campeau
SOUTH HANNA
Mouthings from M. K.
kept
"Shrimp - Cocktail" right on lushing.
"Philosopher'' Gass observed ditional
the "goings on" from a dis- party began a chain of events
NORTH HANNA
Ed that made the Peep's weekend
tance, a short one
"There were Phi Kaps in
There was an
(I'll meet you in Cleveland, seem endless.
the parlor
South
of
satisfaction about
Honey) Nugent spent a pleas- air
were Phi Kapps on
There
fanned.
to
be
had
ant weekend
becoming ac- Hanna that
floors
the
quainted with the Greyhound But no one had opened any
But
Phi Kapps who
the
System.
.
Funniest sight windows. There weren't any.
made
headlines
Sounds from S. H. Murray
of the Kenyon Kar nival. BaldiWere
those
behind closed
ng, poet Williams pouncing Russell and Ed Shorkey were
doors.
as
looking
back "on the Hill''
around on the broken-glas- s
"Yes, the committee
. Pins were
strewn campus in his bare feet happy as ever
worked in secret
surrendered by Had Millikin
looking for his other shoe
And
did their job full well
Emory (I. T. A. S. O. P. T. and Burt Scurfield to Dodo
For
the
Phi Kapps had a
M. U. A. W.) Replogle
was and Esther (respectively). . .
party
Paul New (party)man was
seen flying low in the directThat was 'gosh darn'
Babs left
ion of Peirce Hall two nights seen imbibing
swell".
on
in a row
The whole early, but partying went
"Snow"
"tooth" of the matter may just the same
gramost
of
one
the
never come to light if Read remains
SPORTING GOODS
after
weekend
hosts,
cious
GOLDSMITH ATHLETICS
Shankweiler has his way. Paul
and Sam's was
weekend
New (party) man was seen
lovely blind
McMILLEN'S
of
the
one
only
bibing
and on to the
dates I saw from where I sat.
West Wing.
Al
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Gift Selection
Is The Finest At

Home Market
And Restaurant

RINGWALT'S
Cosmetic Counter
Gambier

CHAMPAGNE

BEER

WINE

MIX

VERMOUTH

SPECIAL ORDERS

Phone 894

116 W.

2533

For HOME or

Sportswear Shop

PERSONAL NEEDS

Linen and Towel Department

IF

Children's Third Floor
For Everything from Infant's

High St.. Mt. Vernon, Ohio

A COMPLETE
DEPARTMENT STORE
AT YOUR SERVICE

N

Costume Jewelry Department
Glove and Bag Department

Shoes

West Side Square, Newark, Ohio

MYERS SUPPLY CO.
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Furnishings

Hats

Clothes

to 14 years

SHOP FIRST at

you want
T

Gift Wrapping and Mailing
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RINGW ALT'S 11th CHRISTMAS

WINE and DINE

MT.

OHIO

VERNON,
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GRAMAC

Kokosing
Gift
Shop

FOR

RECREATION
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BOWLING ALLEYS

Antiques
Beer Mugs

105

W. Vine St.

Mt. Vernon, O

Jewelry
Book Plates

R
Y

SHARP'S

STONE'S
GRILL

FLOWERS

Beer and Wine to take out

99 P,.KHr .Sonare

Mt. Vernon

Ohio

GIFTS

CARDS

Remember
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CORSAGES

F
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SHARP'S Corsage, are the Fine.t.
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beauty and the beast sort of queen contest
was celebrated at Kent (Ohio) State university's
first postwar homecoming. Official greeter is
Ruth E. Hoehn of Warren, Ohio, giving a welcoming wink to the old grads. Beastly is the
Kappa Sigma Chi's "Lena the Hyena" who is
receiving her corsage of sympathy.'
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A "pin

college

Miss Beatricia Bierau of Bethany
W. Va., turned out to be an impressive cere-

serenade" for

Bowman
mony when the fraternity brothers of George
serenaded her at her sorority house at midnight.
Weird lighting effect was achieved by a single candle,
Photo by Koval
carried by the pin girl.
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be "contact!" any minute nov for Miss PaDeni-so- n
tricia Keener of Salem, Ohio, a sophomore at
It will

university, Granville, Ohio. She bases her
plane, the Kappa Klipper, at nearby Newark
municipal airport, where it is always handy for a
Lus-com-

be

spin.'
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Music Committee, introduced iaxc
took the Juniors three Uiuu, was aiyo uiscussea.
Shaw.
about
we
forget
Those
meetpresent
at the
Dr. Berg to an audience of
meetings
quorum,
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pup tens ond rolled
night on the Oval in
Campus sidewalks were
Anzio avenue, Tarawa
In

Below is the booty of the Battle of Baker Hall. The
claimed that it needed Baker Hall for women stude
that they could be properly supervised. But the me
dents, 90 per cent of whom were veterans, protesta
Photoi i,
eviction.

up in blankets, the men spent their
a "passive resistance" maneuver.
named after famous battle sites . . .
drive and Bougainville road.
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All tuned up for the ACP convention

?!

in Chicago

was
the Northwestern university Octet under the direction
of Eugene Dressier of the Northwestern school of
music faculty. The boys sang on the "Citizens of Tomorrow" radio program over station WGN of Chicago.
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FAMILY FACTS
Mother, coed, waitress and
taxi driver is
Mrs. Pansy K. Parker of
Pennsylvania State college,
State College, Pa., shown in
cab getting notes on
Another unique family
situation on the same campus is found in the Lyons
home where both father
and daughter are students.
Doing their homework are
Patricia (right) and her father, while Mrs. Lyons catches
up on her sewing.
32-year-o-
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Meet Jimmy, pet squirrel and chief practical joker of Bowling Green
(Ohio) State university. Robert Bolce of Cincinnati found the gray squirrel
when his dog killed Jimmy's mother. Brought up the first two weeks on
milk from a medicine dropper, Jimmy now devours peanuts, milk, hamburgers, plastic gear shift, knobs, books and pencils. Most of the time
he sleeps in his master's pocket, and sometimes inside Bolce's shirt.
This habit has caused some of his admirers discomfort because when
Jimmy becomes sleepy, he doesn't core whose shirt he chooses.
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Believed to be the first Puerto Rican woman to come to the
United States for a course in medical technology is Latin
beauty Miss Dora Villafane, now enrolled at Texas Christian
university. Fort Worth.
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Pictures off college life
and timely events on your campus.
Collegiate Digest Section pays $3
per picture so get those shutters
clicking and get your share of this
easy money. Posed pictures, like,
the one illustrated above, will receive little consideration it's action and news that we're looking
for. See that your college is represented in this section.
WANTED:
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You would never guess from their expreskvro rtinf f" nnrh FriT ("rUlp OfxJ htS
Michigan team won the Little Brown Jug
shutout.
5il
from Minnesota in a
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Send your pictures today to 18
Journalism Building, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis 14,
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on a college
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alert reader

that the
Section

Publication Office-- 18 Journalism
Building, University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis
M, Minnesota
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